self-de·ter·mi·na·tion
noun
The process by which a person controls their own life by
making a decision to do what one loves and wants to make a
freedom making existence by that life long decision.
For example: In my self determination, I want to become an
Interfaith Minister, I want to be be free and desire to be
ordained. I am determined to be my self and to accept my
personal responsibility for the rest of my life on earth.
An Important question
Will Reverend Danny De Gug's org Word of Honor.org control
me? No, and your free to be who you want and you remain
free always. You study what you like and go to any school if
you desire-to fulfill your purpose of educational satisfactions.
Yet recall you are free to self determine your studies at home
and have educational satisfaction at and in home studies.To
work as an organizer to move Inter-Faith forward while all the
time you are not controlled by membership boards or religious
manipulations that suggest and demand that you be this way
and that way or else.
Fulfillment is self determined by your effort, by your honesty
and by the realization you are free.

Another definition for self-determination ought to be
understood as that you aa a newly ordained Interfaith Minister
can ordain others and that you legally can become a 501 c3
non profit and start to build a new world of opportunities to all
at hand. Opportunity is knocking at your doors work to assist
others into freedom and personal respect for one's self-hood.
The process by which a country determines its own statehood
and forms its own allegiances and government has this
parallel. The process in which an Individual determines a
group of Associates and forms allegiances and a board to
create a better opportunity for one's Interfaith community and
for all of society is within your power to create.
"the changes cannot be created or made until the Person's
right to self-determination is recognized"
Please recall your self determination is fully respected and this
ordination of you by Word of Honor.org is fully authorized and
so are YOU!
We self develop and work to share our developments with
others, for this is the reasoning we have for being here;
because we are here to learn and to be free.
Message by Reverend Danny De gug aka De Guglielmo
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Remember to bless our World with your Love, your
meditations, prayers and actions.

